What do you picture when you think of Santorini? Boxy white houses tumbling
higgledy-piggledy down the caldera cliffside, with tiny windows and tinier pools?
Well, think again. For starters, the pool at Andronis Concept, the new wellness resort
in Imerovigli, launched this year, is very long. Long enough to actually swim in, a
novelty in this beautiful but somewhat space-deprived neck of the Grecian woods.
Secondly, its colours blend into the volcanic rock, giving it the feel of a Spartan fort
carved out of the mountain.

Inside, the 28 rooms (including four family rooms – Andronis Concept is one of the
only child-friendly hotels in Santorini) are whitewashed and elegantly minimalist. All
have heated private infinity pools (some even have two) and most have killer views
over the caldera, making them the best spot on the island to watch the famous
Santorini sunset.

The hotel’s facilities are astounding – helipad, three public pools (complimentary
suncream is provided), tennis court, gym, cooking classes, yoga (for children, too)
vineyard, cave cinema and spa. And what a spa it is. Within its dark, soothing,
incense-heavy walls are a hammam and treatment rooms, where massages with the
aptly named ‘euphoria’ oil will leave you revitalised. In the unlikely event that you
should ever wish to leave the hotel, they can organise meditation hikes and catamaran
trips to the volcanic springs. But make sure you’re back in time for dinner at Thorubi
restaurant. In keeping with the wellness ethos of the place, the menu is nutritionist
approved, which sounds dour but is anything but, serving up delicious Greek classics,
excellent fish and possibly life-changingly delicious local tomatoes. If you’re looking
for something more indulgent, hop over to Oia for fine dining at Lycabettus and
Lauda, the impossibly romantic cliffside restaurants of sister hotels Andronis
Boutique and Andronis Luxury Suites. Then, perhaps after a secluded midnight swim,
you’ll sink into a deep sleep on your scented pillow. Wellness has never suited us so
well.
Rooms from £250 per night. Visit andronisconcept.com

